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WELCOME TO THE WORKSHOP

INTERCULTURAL MARKETING



Introduction

Why are 

we here?

Purpose

 Transfer international and intercultural 

marketing knowledge

…from…

Us (Consultants)

 Petra von Nethen, Meike Döscher-Mehrtens, 

Timo Cornelius

 Holger Gehr, Michael Schneider

 Daiga Skagale, Jens Kaulbars

…to…

You
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Icebreaker – the game
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Rules of the game

Introduce yourself 

So tell us your name
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And play with me 

“I packed my back” 
(Ich packe meinen Koffer)
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Extra rules

Industry (neutral)
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Company (fitting to the industry)

Product (offered by the company)

Target market (country)

Price per product (fitting to the product + target group)

Distribution channel

Promotion channel (media)

Target group (fitting to the product)
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And now lets go on...
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Workshop Objectives

What do 

you 

expect?
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Workshop Objectives

What we 

offer you

 Create awareness for cultural differences

 Observe the need for different product

packaging

 Create an understanding of different

perspectives on service management

(distribution)

 Prepare for challenges in intercultural promotion

 Provide some practical cases to generate a 

deeper understanding for specific intercultural 

marketing issues
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Agenda

Schedule 

of the

day.

Welcome & Introduction 9:45

1. Topic: Product Packaging 10:15

--- Break --- 10:55

2. Topic: Distribution & Service Policy 11:05

--- Break --- 11:45

3. Topic: Promotion Challenges 11:55

--- Break --- 12:35

Discussion & Feedback 12:40

End 13:00
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PART 1

PRODUCT PACKAGING

Petra von Nethen

Meike Döscher-Mehrtens

Timo Cornelius

WORKSHOP

INTERCULTURAL MARKETING



Workshop topics

Get an understanding of 

 Culture and Marketing 

 Product policy

 Branding

 Packaging

And see what you have learned in the

 Repetition
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Product quiz

What do you think, in which country does 

offer the following products? 
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Hints:

 Use your first impression!

 For the ladies: Ask your female intuition 
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as an example

Which breakfast meals belongs to which country?

Germany/Japan/USA

Mega Muffin
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Sausage 

Mc Griddles

Scrambled eggs Cinnamon Melts



as an example

Which breakfast meals belongs to which country?

Sausage biscuit 

with egg

14

Mc Hot dog classic Sweet Mc Griddles



Keep in mind

Not your prejudices matter, but good 

marketing research!
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http://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/t/things_ain_t_what_they_used_to_be.asp



And for this

You need some background knowledge

16

NOW



 No explicit definition

 Interdisciplinary  multitude of definitions

 Dynamic character

 Multi-dimensional phenomenon

What is culture?



Three levels to operationalize culture

What is culture? 

 Macro level = complex surroundings

 Meso level = cultural forming on organisational level 

 Micro level = correlation of culture and 

attitude/behaviour



What is culture?

19

 Macro level = distinguishes cultural factors globally  

 natural

 political

 legal

 technological

 economical

Three levels to operationalize culture



What is culture?

20

 Meso level = connection of the individual to society

 Management style

 Business relationships

 Perception of time    

(of managers)

Three levels to operationalize culture



What is culture?

21

 Micro level = Attitude and behaviour of a group of 

people

 patterns of thought

 manners

Three levels to operationalize culture



Three levels to operationalize culture

Where is the focus?

22

 Macro level = complex surroundings

 Meso level = cultural forming on organisational level 

 Micro level = correlation of culture and attitude/behaviour

 International marketing

 Intercultural management

 Research of consumer behaviour



Which cultural characteristics influence

the behavior or the attitude 

of consumers?
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Elements and origins of culture
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Elements and origins of culture
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Elements and origins of culture
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Nationality But e.g. Canada

Ethnic group
e. g. Irish people in        

North Ireland

Language Core element

Religion e. g. Calvinism vs. Buddhism

Companies and organisations Inside a company

Job / Training Corporate identity

Family Adaption of cultural norms

Education Adaption of cultural norms

Class Behaviour: gifts, friends

Gender Shoes

Macro

Meso

Micro



Does culture matter for marketing? 

Levitt (and others) Kotler, Meffert (and others)

 Needs harmonize 

 Standardisation of products, 

services and marketing

 Cultural differences will fade 

away

 ―Everything is global‖

 Only for some products global 

harmonization is possible

 Countermovement to this global 

products – conservation of ―home‖ 

culture

 ―All business is local‖

International Marketing Intercultural Marketing



Intercultural Marketing

If your company operates in different countries be aware of

 meeting different institutions and individuals which are all 

influenced by their culture

 Norms and values

 Attitudes

 Behaviour

28

 Keep this in mind when thinking about

your marketing mix



International Product Policy vs. 

Intercultural Product Policy
29

International Product Policy

 Highest potential for 

standardisation

 Degree of standardisation 

depending on bondedness to 

culture

Intercultural Product Policy

 Differentiated strategy

 Activities on the basis of local 

cultural requirements/conditions

 Target groups specifically 

approached  better consideration 

of customer demands



Culture Free Products vs.

Culture Bound Products
30

Culture Free Products

 Same criteria worldwide

 Ability to meet the same demands 

worldwide

Culture Bound Products

 Often products have a long 

tradition

 Are used and consumed in a 

certain culture ever since

 High degree of identification 

products are a part of cultural 

identity



Culture Free Products vs.

Culture Bound Products
31

Computer (Hardware)

Aviation ‚high tech„

Photographic Equipment

Heavy Machinery

Machine Tools

Consumer Electronics

Computer (Software)

Durable Household  Tools

Metal Goods

Wines and Liquors

Soft Drinks

Tobacco Goods

Stationary

Cosmetics

Beer

Household Detergents

Toiletries

Published Products

Food

Sweets

Textiles

culture 

dependent

potential for 

standarisation

low

high low

high

culture-free

culture-bound



Branding Policy

32

Brand name: alternatives

Adoption:

unchanged adoption

of the original name

Transliteration:

replication of original

pronunciation

Translation:

literal translation of

original name

Creation:

creation of an utterly

New brand name

Pronunciation Meaning Structure/Length
Standardisation

Differentiation Legend:                              = unchanged                       = changed



Branding Policy

33

Brand name: examples

Strategy
Original 

Name
Meaning

Name 

Abroad
Meaning

Adoption Benetton (Ita) - Benetton (Ger) -

Transliteration Motorola (USA)

Swatch (CH)

-

-

Mou-tuo-luo-la

(C)

Si-wo-qi (C)

-

-

Translation Microsoft mikro+weich Wie-ruan (C) mikro+weich

Creation Wall‗s (GB) - Eskimo (AT) • Inhabitants

Alaska‘s



Branding Policy

34

Brand name: best alternatives

well-known brand name

unknown brand name



Branding Strategy

Multinational

 Local brands

 Part of international umbrella 
brand strategy

 Utilization of a common 
campaign or trademark

 National brand names vary

 Advantages: seperate profiling, 
optimal adaption to local 
conditions/requirements

International

 Highest standardisation

 Global, uniform brand concept

 Same mark, quality, packaging

 Uniform price-, communication-, 
distribution concept

 Advantages: better chance to 
gain global currency in terms of 
enterprise and product image, 
potential cost savings

= GERMANY

= SPAIN

= DENMARK

= FRANCE



Packaging and Package Design
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 Packaging = product characteristic

 Packaging + price = first customer perception

 Influences buying decision

 Countries have different perceptions how much packaging is necessary and 

useful

Main benefits of packaging:

 Storage reasons

 Easy transportation

 Distinguishing products

 …



Packaging and Package Design

37

Aspects you have to take into consideration

 Different perception of colours, signs, symbols

 Local preferences of packaging 

(how much? Material? One-Way? Reusable?...)

 Frequency of going shopping, household sizes etc.

 High/low purchasing power

 Local laws on packaging



Packaging and Package Design

How much packaging?

 Focus on eco-friendly packaging 

in order to be political correct

 The less, the better

 But: deceptive packaging still 

happens

How much packaging?

 Especially sweats are wrapped 

at least two times

 The more, the better

 Take a look!

Germany Japan

38

Japanese wasteful packaging.wmv


Packaging and Package Design
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Perception of colours (Feelings)

Red Blue Green Yellow White

USA Danger Masculinity Safety Cowardice Purity

Japan Anger

Danger

Disgrace Future

Youth

Energy

Grace

Aristocracy

Death

China Happiness Sky

Clouds

Ming Dynasty Birth

Wealth

Power

Death

Purity



Packaging and Package Design
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Perception of colours (esp. attributes of products) 

Red Blue Green Yellow

USA Love**

Adventurous*

Reliable* High-priced* Happiness*

Purity*

Japan Love**

Happiness*

Trustworthy***

High quality*

Low-priced* Happiness***

Purity**

China Happiness***

Love**

High quality* Low-priced** Purity***

Advanced**

* = associated by 20-29%

** = associated by 30-49%

*** = associated by   > 50%



Packaging and Package Design

Perception of Symbols

41

41

Stork

Germany = lucky charm (brings the baby)

Singapore = symbol for death in childbed

Pig

Korea 

Jews + Mohammedan

Germany

= luck + wealth

= dirty

= positive (piggy bank, luck)

or negative (dirty word)



Local Preferences of Packaging

Different Sizes (Oatmeal)

Japan: 300g                    Germany: 500g                    USA: 1000g
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Local Preferences of Packaging

Different Sizes (Milk)

Japan: 0,5 l Germany: 1 l USA: 1 gallon (~ 3, 78 l)

43



Repetition

With the help of an example:

Imagine, the city bakery                    plans to become a player on the 
Japanese market. 

The first product to introduce themselves would be the ―Eierlikör-Torte‖ 
(Advocaat fancy cake). 

44

Facts:

 The fancy cake consists normally of 16 pieces

 100 – 200 ml egg-liquor used for the fancy cake (~ 10 ml/piece)

 Egg-liquor has more than 14 per cent by volume (alcohol)

 46 per cent of the Japanese people can‘t break down alcohol

http://www.stadtbaeckerei-engelbrecht.de/fototorten/torten/img_eierlikoer_sahne.jpg


How to design a product

What do you think, what are the

 Success factors/risks

 Points to remember/change of the product

Take the following categories into consideration:

 Flavour/taste

 Colour

 Size/Price

 Name/Symbol

 Packaging

45
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That is what we think

 Fancy cakes are normally extremely sweet (creamy)

46

 Small size as fancy cakes are seen as special, high quality 

and not an everyday product

 Higher price level, as it is a premium product + customer 

are willing to pay for quality

 Customers prefer Western style products, are familiar with 

certain names of fancy cakes (e.g. Sacher-Torte)

 Simple but attractive/premium design of the packaging 
(possibly double packaging)

 With a fancy colour (multi-colour, sprinkles, chocolate decoration),    

but sophisticated manufacture



Concerning the alcohol...

Better use an aroma. 

Alcohol does not vanish in the oven!

47

http://augenblicke.t-online.de/betrunkene-japaner/id_24138598/pt_self/si_1/index
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Design-Examples by PMT
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Make use of 

―Hello Kitty,‖ 

the national icon

Or chose a 

stylish but 

elegant design

―Magic moment‖ ―Swan lake‖

http://www.stockfood.ch/Bild-Foto-Sterntorte-mit-Eierlikoerguss,-Schokostreuseln-&amp;-Pistazien-129144.html
http://www.stockfood.ch/Bild-Foto-Eierlikoertorte-mit-Schwaenen-166886.html


And regarding the packaging

49

The pretzel is the 

embodiment of 

Germany.

Use it!



Think about the product
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And how you want to package it!



PART 2

DISTRIBUTION & SERVICE

Holger Gehr
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Inaugural Activity

What do you expect from service from retailers?

1. Please write your expectations on a flipchart

2. Please explain your findings
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Distribution Policy - Overview

Distribution policy

Contains all decisions and measures related to the way of 

products to the end-customer

 Distribution logistics

 Planning, steering and controlling of physical transmission 

(transport, storage, conditions)

 Acquisitive distribution: Selection and Structuring of

 Distribution channels

 Distribution intermediaries

 Sales organization
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Going International - Basic Models

 Home country orientation

 Adoption of channels used in the home country

 Goes along with the creation of own distribution systems

→ direct distribution 

 Benefits from standardization and learning effects

 Risk of dependency on intermediaries

 Global orientation

 Pursuing a global strategy

 Vertical distribution structures enable standardization

→ creation of own distribution systems

 Uniform, global appearance (―Channel-Branding‖)
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Going International - Basic Models

 Multinational orientation

 Highly country-specific distribution strategy (―customizing‖)

 Best-possible local adoption of marketing strategy

 Helps building a ―local image‖ 

 Scope of distribution chain can differ

 Glocal orientation

 Greatest possible, unified concept with country-specific adoption according 

to demands

 Use of synergies and impression of a uniform global appearance

 Focus on structured distribution logistics

→ bundling of systems in e.g. country-modules
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From International to Intercultural

 Strategic fit of a model / critical size of own structures

 Existing, national distribution systems (Acceptance)

 Historically grown

 High-grade culture specific

 Local intermediaries have contact to customers and know their 

needs, demands and habits

 Access function

 Informing function

 Distribution is the marketing instrument which is most affected 

by culture-specific attributes.

 Contains least potential for standardization
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Example for cultural specifications
57

United States

• few stores but big in size

UK / France

• few, small stores

• same turnover like in the US

Japan

• many small stores

• 10.000$ turnover per year

Retailers

(per 1000 residents)

Retail turnover

(per resident; in 1.000$)

Sales Area per resident (in m²)

Legend

 Structure of Retail Industry (1999)

 Concentration, size and turnover



Culture & Get Connected
58

Get access to the network

 Collectivism and low power distance

 Business people are part of a social network which goes 

further than the company

 Business is done with partners they know and which accept 

their social environment

 Door opener must be a reputable member

Get access to the partner

 Individualism and low power distance

 Very easy to establish business contacts

 Direct addressing of potential partners

e.g. Greece

South Corea

Japan

e.g. US

Western European



Culture & Get Connected
59

Get access to the intermediary

 Collectivism and high power distance

 Relationship is nuts and bolts

 Business partners want to be close in private life

 Access is possible via participant with high status

 Be aware of hierarchical positions, make your way through

Get access to the key person

 Individualism and high power distance

 Contact efforts must not include the social environment

 Initial contact should be a person high in hierarchy

 Not necessarily go through hierarchies

e.g. India

Latin America

e.g. France

Belgium



Culture & Build Relationships
60

Latin America

 get to know people

 Spend time on ―non-conducive‖ topics

 Spend leisure time together

 Business is done with people, 

not organizations

North America, Oceania

 relations subordinate to objective

 Contacts between organizations

 Sensible partition of business and 

private

 Fear of accusation of favoritism

Far East

 relations are a matter of persons

 Strict ―in-group‖ and ―outsiders‖ disunion

 Guanxi-networks decide who‘s a partner 

and who‘s a competitor

 Tit for tat

 Commitments do not prescribe



Examples: Cultural Differences
61

PDI = Power Distance

IDV = Individualism

MAS = Masculinity

UAI = Uncertainty Avoidance Index

LTO = Long-Term Orientation



Examples: Cultural Differences
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PDI = Power Distance

IDV = Individualism

MAS = Masculinity

UAI = Uncertainty Avoidance Index

LTO = Long-Term Orientation



Culture & Relationship Management

„Active and systematic analysis and composition of business relations 

between two companies“ (Diller, 2006)

 Tactical relationship management

 punctual, short-term measures (incentives, bonuses)

 Achievement of ―cross-buying‖

 Strategic relationship management

 Medium- and long term economical, technological and/or judicial binding of 

customer

 Relationship management as business philosophy

 Enabling multi-level win-win situations increases the value of a relationship 

for all participants
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Case Study: IKEA

A visit in an average IKEA store

 Personnel addresses us very informal

 We steer the cart through narrow corridors and it‘s crowded

 We have to pick up your furniture in a high-rack warehouse

 We wait at the cash-point for hours …

 ….or even do the job on our own

 They make us eat their fast-food

 We have to assembly the furniture…it never works out

And still they make us like it!
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Case Study: IKEA
65

PDI = Power Distance

IDV = Individualism

MAS = Masculinity

UAI = Uncertainty Avoidance Index

LTO = Long-Term Orientation



Case Study: IKEA

Does that fit to German characteristics?

 ―Du-Reform‖ in Sweden in the late 60‘s

 Design to logistics

 Little presents keep a friendship alive

 Wakens the ―Do It Yourself‖ instinct

 Focus on customer loyalty
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Service Understanding (Germans)

 shop individually 

 a task/duty (task orientation)

 in hurry

 park their car and carry their bags by themselves

 are keen on bargains 

 product service : importance of detailed information and hard 

facts
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Service Understanding (Americans)

 shopping as a part of socializing 

 entertainment and a perfect price-performance ratio

 prefer tasting booths  in the supermarket 

 quick purchase and quick return

 expect friendliness and openness of the sales-staff

 importance of the possibility to pay with credit-cards

 like it when their car is parked and bags are carried by sales 

staff 

 service no-go: 

 paying money for a grocery bag 

 packing the bags by themselves
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Walmart in Germany

 broad product assortment (everything under a roof)

 big packages 

 2 meter rule 

 parking of cars and carrying of bags by sales staff 

 tasting booths 
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Walmart in Germany

Problems:

 direct transfer of the American concept ( no adaption to

German buying habits)

 shopping as an annoying task 

 2 meter rule ( too short distance between customer and sales 

staff

 car as the holy cow of the Germans (mistrust)
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Walmart in Germany
71

Problems:

 Germans: prefer of a narrow product assortment and variety 

(too big packages)

 carrying of bags by sales-staff ( fear of Germans to get 

robbed)

 tasting  booths  (bad consciousness)

 Sales personnel of Walmart : lack of knowledge about hard 

facts



Trader Joe‗s
72

 American subsidiary of the Aldi-concern

 combination of reasonable prices of the discounter with 

valuable offers  

 target group: eco-consumers

 shopping comparable with holiday

 manageable assortment of goods( imported groceries and 

beverages from all over the world)

 expensive:  but higher price of comparable valuable products



Trader Joe‗s
73

Appearance of the shop:

 colourful and cheerful atmosphere (much space, sunny music)

 goods/ commodities in wooden racks and metal racks

 decoration of the shop with fishing nets



Appearance of the shop

 tasting booth (comparable with a beach bar, ringing of a 

bell when a new product can be tasted)

 mission statement of the staff within the sales room

 New products listed on a slate (hand-written with colourful 

chalk) 

Trader Joe‗s
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Trader Joe‗s
75

Sales staff (―members of the crew‖):

 customer welcomed with a smile ( already at the parking 

space)

 behaviour: 

 helpful, chatty, give advices, are up to scratch, happy

 control flow of customers with hand-painted small signs

 clothes:  Hawaiian shirt and hula chain (at the tasting 

booth) 



Business Case

Further development of a marketing-strategy

 You are a German producer of the ―egg-liqueur tart‖

 Design a distribution- and service concept for this product with 

the knowledge you have

 own knowledge on intercultural aspects

 input from 1st. Workshop

 Input from 2nd Workshop

 Evaluate and reason your decisions

 Keywords on the next page give hints
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Business Case – keywords & hints

 Basic models

 Channels

 Intermediaries

 Sales structures

 Getting connected

 Building relationships

 Understanding of what ―Service‖ means

 Sales personnel

 Stores and Layout

 Presentation of the product

 Customer Service
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What a VIP says about it…

―Accustomed to the veneer of noise, to the 

shibboleths of promotion, public relations, and 

market research, society is suspicious of 

those who value silence.‖

John Lahr
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What do 

you

experience?
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Promotion

 Promotion is the communication link between 

sellers and buyers for the purpose of 

influencing, informing, or persuading a 

potential buyer's purchasing decision.

 Once a product is developed and distributed, 

potential customers must be informed about 

value and availability
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Promotion

Promotion 

in the

Marketing 

Mix.
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Promotion

Core 

issues of

promotion

.

83

Where and when can you get your marketing 

message across to your target market?

Will you reach your audience by advertising  

in the press, or on TV, or radio, or on  

billboards?

When is the best time to promote?

How do your competitors do their promotions?

And how does that influence your choice of   

promotional activity?
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Promotion: Types

 Target: Mass audience

 Objective: Establish brand

identity

 Means: Television, cinema, 

radio, print, mobiles, web 

banners and web search 

engines

 Target: Individually tailored

 Objective: Sales 

enforcement

 Means: Dircet mail, email, 

personal selling

Above the Line Promotion Below the Line Promotion

84

Awareness / Attention Interest Desire Action
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Promotion Activities

Promo-

tional

Mix: The 

tools

Advertising

Personal 
Selling

Sales 
Promotion

Public 
Relations

Corporate 
Image

Direct
Marketing

Exhibitions
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ADVERTISING



PERSONAL

SELLING



SALES

PROMOTION



PUBLIC

RELATIONS



Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Intercultural

differences

90

Intercultural Differences
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Intercultural Promotion

Reasons for

cultural

differencies: 

Dülfer„s

Strata

Model
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Intercultural Promotion

Influence

of culture

 Consumers respond in terms of their culture: 

style, values, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions

 Promotion = translating qualities of products / 

services to consumer needs / desires with the

help of language in images

Promotion and advertising has to

correspond with cultural norms to

be effective
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

The Allocater

 Please build two teams

 Now allocate the intercultural promotion

blunders to the respective company and product

 Example: 

 If you think you allocated everything correctly, 

please give notice

 Let‗s see which team will be faster in finding the

right solution
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges
94

Swedish Company ‚LOCUM„ Cristmas Cards

‚IKEA‟ New desk name „Fartfull‟

American Computer Company 

„WANG‟
Service motto “Wang Cares”

„Irish Mist‟ Drink Irish dung

Italian mineral water „Traficante„ ‚Drug Dealer„

‚UMBRO„ New trainers: ‚Zyklon„
Gas used by Nazis in 

concentration camps

UK food manufacturer 

„Sharwoods‟

£ 6 million campaign to 

promote „Bundh‟ sauces
Punjabi for “arse”

„HONDA‟ „Fitta‟ (new car) Term for women‟s genitals

„Pepsodent‟ “It whitens your theet”
Local natives find black teeth 

attractive

Eyeglass advertisement Animals wearing eyeglasses Thailand

Soft drink „Fresca‟ Mexico „Lesbian‟

„Pepsi‟ advert “Come alive 

with Pepsi”
Taiwan

“Pepsi brings your ancestors 

back from the dead”

„Schweppes Tonic Water‟ Italy „Schweppes Toilet Water‟

Service Promotion Yugoslavian Hotel

“The flattening of underwear with 

pleasure is the job of the 

chambermaid.”
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

1. Legal and tax considerations

2. Language limitations

3. Cultural diversity 

4. Limitations in media selection 

Most 

common

challenges
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legal and tax considerations
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Legal 

limitations

 Promoters must be sure that advertising does not 

overstep social and legal norms. 

 Public policy makers have developed a 

substantial body of laws and regulations to 

govern promotion (advertising). 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Compara-

tive

advertising

 Restrictions in comparative advertising vary from 

country to country in Europe

 The European Commission is issuing several 

directives to harmonize the laws governing 

advertising (info from 2010)

Germany 

Illegal Authorised

Belgium

Luxembourg

Sweden

Spain

Ireland
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Compara-

tive

advertising

 Restrictions are also in countries in other regions

 In Asia in most satellite televisions it was 

forbidden for Pepsi to show TV ads of 

comparative advertising with Coca Cola
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Control of

content

 Commercials, for example on TV,  in most 

countries are controlled in order to excluded 

specific content 

 Varies from a region to a region, from a country 

to a country. 

 Most common controlled content is:

superlative 
descriptions

indecent 
words

fearful  or 
shocking shots

indecent 
clothing 

indecent 
dancing contests

hatred or 
revenge shots

attacks on 
competition
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Control of

content

 The content is controlled also relating with  

design, image, taste, possible psychological 

impact of foreign ads on viewers of varying 

age groups etc. 

 In many countries it is illegal to advertise:
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Legal 

restrictions

in sales

promotion

 Premiums and gifts

- Most European countries have a limit on the value of the premium given 

- Japan – <10% of the value of the main product

- Belgium, Germany, Scandinavia – strict laws

 Samples

- In Russia, tobacco firms freely distribute samples

- USA doesn‘t allow tobacco and alcoholic beer samples

- Germany restricts door-to-door free samples that limit population 

coverage as well as the size of the sample pack 

 Sweepstakes, games, and contests 

- Germany permits sweepstakes so long as they do not create 

psychological pressure on customers 

- Lotteries tend to be illegal in many countries – France, England, USA

- Sweden stopped TV4 broadcast of the show ―Who wants to be a 

millionaire‖, it was considered more lottery not a real contest. 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Tax 

considerations

Media Tax % Area of Austria 

Add insertions 10 % All federal states (except Bergenland, Tyrol)

Posters 10 – 30 % According to state and municpality 

Radio advertising 10 % All Federal States (except Tyrol – 20%)

TV ads 10 % All federal states 

Cinema advertising 

10 %

20 %

30 %

only in:

Vienna

Bergenland

Steiermark

All media no tax Salzburg, Steiermark, Karnten, Voralbert

Austria

Belgium – requires a government tax stamp on window signs. 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Other 

legal 

aspects

 False claims

 product cures something when it does not 

 Capacity to deceive 

 wall paint cannot be advertised as giving five years' 

protection unless it does so  under typical conditions 

 ―Bait-and-Switch‖ advertising

 attracting buyers under false pretenses, and then with 

different false excuses switch them to buy a more 

expensive thing
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language limitations
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges: 

Languages in numbers

Area Living languages Number of speakers

Count Percent Count Percent Mean Median

Africa 2,110 30.5 726,453,403 12.2 344,291 25,200

Americas 993 14.4 50,496,321 0.8 50,852 2,300

Asia 2,322 33.6 3,622,771,264 60.8 1,560,194 11,100

Europe 234 3.4 1,553,360,941 26.1 6,638,295 201,500

Pacific 1,250 18.1 6,429,788 0.1 5,144 980

Totals 6,909 100.0 5,959,511,717 100.0 862,572 7,560

Source: data on 2009, 

http://www.ethnologue.com/ethno_docs/distribution.asp?by=area
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Living 

languages

in regions

Africa
31%

Americas
14%

Asia
34%

Europe
3% Pacific

18%

Number of languages in regions (%)
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Translation 

mistakes

 When Parker Pen marketed a ball-point pen in Mexico, its 

ads were supposed to have read: 

“It won‟t leak in your pocket and embarrass you”

 The company thought that the word ―embarazar‖ (to 

impregnate) meant to embarrass, so the ad read: 

“It won‟t leak in your pocket and make you pregnant”
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

 Clairol introduced  curling iron into Germany 

“Mist Stick”

 to found out that ―mist‖ is slang for manure. Not too many 

people had use for the: 

“Manure Stick”

Translation 

mistakes
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

 Coores put its slogan: 

“Turn it Loose”

 into Spanish, where it was read as: 

“Suffer from Diarrhea”

Translation 

mistakes
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

 When Gerber started selling baby food in Africa, they used 

the same packaging as in the US, with the smiling baby on the 

label. 

 Later they learned that in Africa, companies routinely put 

pictures on the labels of what‘s inside, since many people 

can‘t read. 

Non-

verbal 

language
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Spanish word for tires Countries using each word

Cauchos Venezuela

Cubiertas Argentina

Gomas Puerto Rico

Llantas Mexico, Peru, Guatemala, Colombia, 

and elsewhere in Central America

Neumaticos Chile

Intercultural Promotion Challenges

 Goodyear has identified four different ways to 

say ―tires‖ in Latin America, and a fifth way to 

say it in Puerto Rico. 

 It is important to pick the right word for each 

local market. 

Smile and 

say „Tires„
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American dialect British Dialect

Apartment Flat

Appetizer Starter

College University

Cookie Biscuit

Make a decision Take a decision

Paper towel Kitchen towel

To rent To let

Sweater Jumper

Yard Garden

Intercultural Promotion Challenges

English vs

English
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cultural diversity
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Advertisers must be careful not to offend the 

general public as well as any ethnic groups, 

racial minorities, or special-interest groups. 

Intercultural Promotion Challenges
115
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges 

Symbolism
 Knowledge of symbolisms is a basic part of 

the international marketer‘s encyclopedia: 

 colors 

 numbers

 religious symbols  

 historical symbols

 idiomatic expressions

 others

 Understanding the roots of the symbols, helps 

to understand cultures and to deal with 

different symbols. 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Colours

 Depending upon the culture, colors can have very 

different meanings. 

 Perception of color is influenced also by: 

 age differencies

 Young children tend to prefer brighter, more solid colors, while adults 

tend to prefer more subdued colors.

 class differencies

 working class people tend to prefer colors like blue, red, green, etc. 

While more highly educated classes tend to prefer colors that are 

more obscure: like taupe, azure, mauve, etc

 gender differencies

 in many cultures, men tend to prefer cooler colors (blues and greens) 

while women tend to prefer warmer colors (reds and oranges).

 trends

 Colors, like everything else in design, go through ins and outs in 

popularity.
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Colours China: Good luck, celebration, summoning

Cherokees: Success, triumph

India: Purity

South Africa: Color of mourning

Russia: Bolsheviks and Communism

Eastern: Worn by brides

Western: Excitement, danger, love, passion, stop, Christmas (with green)

Cherokees: Defeat, trouble

Iran: Color of heaven and spirituality

Western: Depression, sadness, conservative, corporate, "something blue" 

bridal tradition

Japan: White carnation symbolizes death

Eastern: Funerals

Western: Brides, angels, good guys, hospitals, doctors, peace (white dove)

China: Color for young boys

Western: Funerals, death, Halloween (with orange), bad guys, rebellion
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Colours
China: Nourishing

Egypt: Color of mourning

Japan: Courage

India: Merchants

Western: Hope, hazards, coward

Ireland: Religious (Protestants)

Western: Halloween (with black), creativity, autumn

China: Green hats indicate a man's wife is cheating on him, exorcism

India: Islam

Ireland: Symbol of the entire country

Western: Spring, new birth, go, Saint Patrick's Day, Christmas (with red)

Thailand: Color of mourning (widows)

Western: Royalty
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Lucky & 

bad

numbers

 Western culture, Japan, China, India and Africa 

 The root of most lucky numbers can be found in religion. 

7  In most major instances, seven is a lucky number from culture to culture. 

God, for instance, is said to have created the world in 7 days. Seven is even the 

usual number of spots on a ladybug. Lady bugs are considered good luck in their 

own right.

4  The pronunciation of the number four in Japanese is very similar to the word 

death, and because of this, four has been considered bad luck in Japan, Korea 

and China. It is considered very bad luck to give a gift that is made up of four 

pieces to someone. Many buildings in heavily Asian areas do not have a fourth 

floor, much like the way North American cultures treat the number 13. 

13 Unlucky in Western culture . You would be hard pressed to find a building 

with a 13th floor in North America. The origin of this superstition is mainly unknown. 

2 In many Asian cultures, two is good luck. It is thought that good things come 

in pairs, which is a phrase that even appears in Western culture. It is used often in 

advertising or on menus in restaurants by saying that a product is doubly effective 

or it will bring double happiness. 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Lucky & 

bad

numbers

 666 It is both extremely bad luck in Western culture but very good luck in 

many Asian cultures and Chinese culture. According to the Christian bible, 666 is 

the number of the beast and is synonymous with Satan. But in cultures in Asia, the 

pronunciation of 666 sounds very much like the phrase, "things going smoothly," 

and it is considered to be very lucky. 

 8 In many far eastern cultures, 8 is considered a lucky number to the point of 

obsession. A recent news article reported that the phone number 8888-8888 was 

sold for over $200,000 in China recently because it was thought that it would 

bring luck. In Cantonese, the pronunciation of the number eight is similar to the 

phrase "good luck.―

11 - Craps players know that 7 goes hand in hand with 11. In numerology, 11 is 

the first master number. In recent years, 11 has taken on a negative significance 

due to the events of September 11th, 2001 and the flight number of one of the 

doomed planes was American Airlines Flight 11.
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Religious

symbols -

Thais

 Clinique‟s perfume Elixir showing a snake 

crawling over the head of an image of Buddha 

 Taken off because it was insulting to Thais 

 Most Thais are Buddhists and the head is 

considered the most revered part of the body. 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Religious

symbols -

Muslims

 For decades, many Western companies failed to appreciate the unique 

needs of Muslim consumers. Worse, some companies offended potential 

customers by not understanding religious sensitivities. 

 But as the Islamic population has grown in size and affluence — there 

are now 1.57 billion Muslims worldwide. 

 Marketing experts know “rule No.1 is to avoid causing 

offense.”

 Women who wear tudungs, a traditional head scarf used 

by Muslim women in Malaysia. 

 Shampoo helps remove excess oil from the scalp and hair 

— a common problem among wearers of tudungs. 

 The ad begins with a young woman saying that now she 

can do what she wants because she no longer has to 

worry about itchiness, before she goes on to kick a goal 

in a coed soccer game.

 The company says the product is the first shampoo to 

speak directly to the ―lifestyle of a tudung wearer.‖A commercial about shampoo.
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Historical 

symbols

 Toyota ad showing two stone lions saluting a Prado SUV

 Angered many Chinese

 The lions, a traditional symbol of Chinese power, resembled 

those flanking the Marco Polo Bridge, the site near Beijing 

where the opening battle in Japan‘s 2937 invasion of China took

place. 

 Chinese words often have 

multiple meaning. 

 ―Prado‖  ―Badao‖ means

“rule by force” or 

“overbearing” 

 Toyota had to pull and 

apologize for the ad.
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for inspiration
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Creating

new

markets  in Japan 

De Beers taught the ―engagement ring‖ concept as a new 

expression of love in a culture accustomed to arranged 

marriages. 2 of 3 Japanese brides now receive a 

diamond engagement ring. 

 in China

Its ads in China arget young women whose mothers wore 

only gold and jade. The ads educate these consumers 

about diamonds being and enduring symbol of a bright, 

shared future rather than only of romantic love. 

is diamonds.
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Marketing 

insight of

Asia

 There is no such thing as a ―typical‖ Asian 

campaign 

 There is no such a thing as a ―typical‖ Asian 

consumer

 The best work adheres to the universal truths of 

advertising

 The best work is true to its own culture

 Humor appears to be a successful tool in Asia 

 Asian respond to beautiful executions and craft 

Find out how it is in your 

target region / country ! 
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

Absolut 

Vodka

world-

wide
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges
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Intercultural Promotion Challenges

But be

aware…
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Intercultural Promotion

Framework 

for

Intercultural

Promotion

Study the target
market

Determine the extent
of standardisation

Determine the
promotional mix

Develop the message

Select effective media

Establish control
mechanism
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Intercultural Promotion

Hofstede‟s intercultural dimensions:

 Power distance

 Individualism/collectivism

 Masculinity/Feminity

 Uncertainty avoidance

 Long/Short term orientation
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Consequences for Promotion

Power Distance

 Large Power Distance : Status symbols, the elder 

advises the younger

 Small Power Distance : the daughter advises the 

mother (younger advises elder)

Individualism/collectivism

 Individualistic cultures : 

 frequent use of «You, We, I»    

 «Treat yourself right»

 Collectivistic cultures : 

 showing people as part of groups

 being alone means you have no friends
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Consequences for Promotion

Masculinity/Feminity

 Masculinity : strong need to win, to be successful, 

wish to dominate

 «Being the first», «Be the best»

 Feminity : caring, softness, understatement

 «True refinement comes from within»

Uncertainty avoidance

 Strong Uncertainty avoidance : need for 

explanations, structure, testing, scientific proof

 «The best in the test» or «Test winner»

 Low Uncertainty avoidance : result is more 

important
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Consequences for Promotion

Long/Short term orientation

 Long term orientation : 

 values are «Save for tomorrow»

 symbols are thick trees, explicit referral to 

future generation

 Short term orientation : 

 Urgency, living in the now and not thinking 

about future
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Intercultural Promotion Activity

Ultimate Strategy

 Please build two teams

 Now design a rough strategy for promoting the

eggliquer tart to Japan

 The intercultural promotion framework and Hofstede‗s cultural

dimensions for Japan will act as guidance

 Remember: There is not 

necessarily ‚right‗ or ‚wrong‗ 

– you just have to explain your

measures convincingly
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Intercultural Promotion Activity
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Intercultural Promotion

Summary

/ Round-

up

 Promotion is the communication link between sellers 

and buyers for the purpose of influencing, 

informing, or persuading a potential buyer's 

purchasing decision.

 Tools: Advertising, Personal Selling, Sales Promotion, 

Public Relations, Corporate Image, Direct 

Marketing, Exhibitions

 Consumers respond in terms of their culture: style, 

values, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions

 Promotion has to correspond with cultural norms

 Most common intercultural promotion challenges: 

Legal and tax considerations, language limitations, 

cultural diversity, limitations in media selection 
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DISCUSSION

University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven – January 26th, 2011 

WORKSHOP
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Discussion

Did we

reach our

objectives?

140

 Create awareness for cultural differences

 Observe the need for different product

packaging

 Create an understanding of different

perspectives on service management

(distribution)

 Prepare for challenges in intercultural

promotion

 Provide some practical cases to generate a 

deeper understanding for specific intercultural 

marketing issues
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Discussion

Open 

issues or

questions?

 Are there any issues you would like us to 

elaborate on?

 Are there any issues you like to comment on 

further? 

 Are there any issues left 

you would like to discuss 

in addition? 
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FEEDBACK
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THE WORKSHOP TEAM 

WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU 

FOR ATTENDING OUR EVENT

University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven – January 26th, 2011 
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